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Abstract 
We study two new special families of complete subgraphs of a graph. For chordal graphs, one 
of these reduces to the family of minimal vertex separators while the other is empty. When the 
intersection characterization f chordal graphs is extended from acyclic (i.e., K3-free chordal) 
hosts to K4-free chordal hosts, these new families are as fundamental asminimal vertex separators 
are for chordal graphs. Every graph satisfies certain inequalities involving the cardinalities of 
these families, with interesting questions arising when equality holds. 
1. Introduction 
Chordal graphs (those graphs that contain no induced cycles of length greater than 
three) continue to receive considerable attention, both within graph theory and appli- 
cations; see for instance [1,2,4]. In [5] the family of chordal graphs is extended to 
a hierarchy of larger families of 'chordal-type graphs' that retain some of the dis- 
tinctive features of chordal graphs featured in [4]. Each of these larger families is 
defined to consist of the intersection graphs of certain subgraphs of simpler chordal- 
type 'host' graphs, generalizing that chordal graphs are precisely the intersection graphs 
of connected subgraphs of tree hosts (or, as fits better in the current study, of acyclic 
hosts - -  of K3-free chordal hosts). 'Ekachordal graphs' (appropriating a Sanskrit prefix 
from chemistry) are those with chordal hosts. We now focus on the smallest possible 
extension of chordal graphs within that chordal-type framework, to what are provision- 
ally called '2-ekachordal graphs' (or, even more awkwardly, '2-chordal-type-2' graphs) 
in [5], with the simpler host graphs now being the K4-free chordal graphs. Thus 2- 
ekachordal graphs extend just barely beyond chordal graphs (the ' 1-ekachordal' graphs). 
Section 2 begins with a formal definition of 2-ekachordal graphs. (The present paper 
can be read independently of [5].) 
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Fig. 1. 
While much work on 2-ekachordal graphs (including their characterization, recog- 
nition and hoped-for application) remains for the future, our intent goes beyond such 
issues. The value of a generalization also depends on its providing a deeper under- 
standing of what is being generalized, of chordal graphs in this case, and even more 
broadly, of graphs in general. The theory and applications of chordal graphs rest upon 
the families of maxcliques (maximal complete subgraphs) and minimal vertex separa- 
tors (minimal vertex sets S for which there exist vertices u, v such that every u, v-path 
contains a vertex in S). Using a strong notion of neighborhood of a complete subgraph 
- -  the 'clique neighborhoods' of the title - -  we generalize these families to three fam- 
ilies Z1, oK2 and cg3 of subgraphs: ~1 =Call (G) is the familiar family of all maxcliques 
of G; ~2 = ~2 (G) will be defined (yet within Section 1) so as to be the family of 
minimal vertex separators when G happens to be chordal; cd3 = ~3 (G) will have a 
fairly unexpected definition. Section 2 will show that these families play a prominent 
role for 2-ekachordal graphs. Section 3 will show that these families play a substantial 
role well beyond the rich context of chordal graphs. 
In preparation for defining (~2 and ~3, define the (clique) neighborhood N(Q) of 
a complete subgraph Q of G to be the subgraph induced by those vertices that are 
adjacent o every vertex of Q. (Note that Q A N(Q) = (~.) Let kl (G) be the number 
of vertices, k2 (G) the number of edges, and in general ki (G) the number of i-cliques 
(subgraphs i omorphic to Ki) contained in G. Define comp G to be the number of com- 
ponents in G and the (Euler) characteristic, harG, to be (kl -k2  +k3 . . . .  )(G) = 
kl ( G) - k2 ( G) + k3 ( G) . . . .  . (See [3,7] for other work with char G.) 
Define a neighborhood separator of a graph to be a complete subgraph Q such 
that N(Q) is disconnected. Let ~2 = c62 (G) be the multiset (a set with possibly re- 
peated elements) consisting of all neighborhood separators of G, with the multiplicity 
of Q E <g2 equal to compN(Q) -  1. (In a chordal graph, the neighborhood separators 
are precisely the minimal vertex separators; the multiplicity defined here reduces to that 
in [4,6] for chordal graphs.) Let c-~ 3=c-~ 3 (G)  be the multiset consisting of all complete 
subgraphs Q of G for which comp N(Q) > char N(Q), with the multiplicity of Q E 
oK3 equal to compN(Q) - charN(Q). (In a chordal graph, each N(Q) is also chordal, 
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so comp N(Q)= char N(Q) and ~3 = (b.) For instance in a 4-spoked wheel, Cgl consists 
of the four triangles, ~g2 consists of the four spoke edges (each with multiplicity one), 
and ~3 consists of the hub vertex (with multiplicity one). 
As a less simple example, the graph G shown in Fig. 1 has ~1 = {0146, 0234, 0345, 
0456, 017, 027, 48} (where '0146' represents he subgraph induced by {0,1,4,6}, etc.), 
cg2 = {034, 045, 046, 0l, 02, 07, 4} and ~3 = {0}. 
2. The 2-ekachordal graphs and ~1, ~2, and ~3 
Define a graph G to be a 2-ekachordal 9raph if it is the intersection graph of a 
family {Hv: v a vertex of G} of induced subgraphs of a host K4-free chordal graph H 
such that both the following conditions hold. 
• Clique intersection condition: If Q is any complete subgraph of G, then HQ, defined 
to be the intersection of all Hv having v E Q, is nonempty and connected. 
• Clique cover condition." Every complete subgraph of H is contained in some HQ. 
These two conditions evoke, respectively, the traditional Helly and conformality prop- 
erties for {H~,: vE ~//'(G)}. They are what the conditions in [5] reduce to for a K4-free 
chordal host. (For a K3-free chordal host, the first reduces to the customary intersection 
characterization f chordal graphs and the second becomes trivial.) 
A K4-free chordal clique host for G has its nodes identified with the maxcliques of 
G; [5, Theorem 1] proves that this can always be done. When G is 2-ekachordal with 
K4-free chordal clique host H, let H (1), H (2) and H (3) be, respectively, the families 
of nodes (which is what we call the vertices of H to avoid confusion with the vertices 
of G), edges and triangles of H. By the clique cover condition, each edge QiQj of 
H (joining nodes identified with maxcliques Qi and Qj of G) will correspond to the 
complete subgraph Qi N Qj of the ,quest graph G, and similarly each triangle QiQjQk 
of H will correspond to the complete subgraph Qi A Qj n Qk of G. Thus H (1) is 
identified with cgl and H (2) and H (3) become identified with multisets of complete 
subgraphs of G. Fig. 1 also shows a K4-free chordal clique host H for the 2-ekachordal 
graph G where (for instance) H4 is the subgraph induced by the lower five nodes of H 
(those nodes containing vertex 4) and H45 is induced by the bottom two nodes. Each 
complete subgraph of H is labeled to indicate the corresponding complete subgraph of 
G, H(1)= c~,, H(2) ={034,045,046,01,02,04,04,07,0,4} and H(3)= {04,04,0,0}. 
All wheels are 2-ekachordal graphs, but the join of P4 with 3K1 is an example of an 
ekachordal graph that is not 2-ekachordal. The complement of P7 is chordal-type but 
not ekachordal, and the octahedron K2,2,2 is not even chordal-type; see [5] for further 
details. 
Theorems l and 2 will describe the meaning of (b~2 and c6~3 for 2-ekachordal graphs. 
(For comparison, recall that in a chordal graph with K3-free chordal host H the 
members of ~2 are precisely the minimal vertex separators and so are precisely the 
members of H(2) by [4, Theorem 2], and that cg3 = 0.) Theorems 1 and 2 below 
refer to an 'optimal pairing of Q-edges with incident Q-triangles' in H; this means a 
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maximum-size set of pairs (QiQj, QpQqQr) where QiQj is a Q-edge (meaning that 
Qi N Qj = Q) that is incident (meaning that {i,j} C_ {p,q,r}) with the Q-triangle 
QpQqQr (meaning that Qp f-)Qq fq Or = Q) such that each Q-edge and Q-triangle ap- 
pears at most once in the pairing. Specific optimal pairings are produced in the proofs 
of Theorem 1 and 2; following the proof of Theorem 2, the production of those pairings 
is illustrated using the example in Fig. 1. 
Theorem 1. For any 2-ekachordal graph G with K4-free chordal clique host H, c~ 2 is 
contained in H(2) and the members of (g2 can be obtained, each with its cor- 
rect multiplicity, from H (2) as those Q-edges left over after an optimal pairing of 
Q-edges with incident Q-triangles. 
Proof. Suppose G is a 2-ekachordal graph with Ka-free chordal clique host H, and 
suppose QE H(2) where N1 .... are the compN(Q)>~ 1 components of N(Q). For 
each i with 1 ~< i ~< compN(Q), let H~ be the subgraph of H induced by those nodes 
of HQ that contain a vertex from Ni. There will be compN(Q) -  1 Q-edges in H 
forming a tree T connecting the (necessarily disjoint) subgraphs Since each Ni HQ, . . . .  
is connected, each Hb will itself be spanned by a tree of edges that properly contain 
Q. Any remaining Q-edges of H with ends in different Hb's can be added one at a 
time into the Ka-free chordal graph HQ with each paired to one newly formed incident 
Q-triangle. Any remaining edges within each Hb can then be added one at a time into 
the K4-free chordal graph H a so as to form one new triangle ach time, with each new 
Q-edge paired with a newly formed incident Q-triangle. Then any remaining edges of 
H can be added, with no new Q-edges or Q-triangles occurring. This gives an optimal 
pairing of Q-edges with incident Q-triangles, with exactly the compN(Q)-1 Q-edges 
of T left unpaired. If Q E q(2, then H(2) contains at least these compN(Q) -  1 ~> 1 
copies of Q. [] 
Theorem 2. For any 2-ekachordal graph G with Ka-free chordal clique host H, (~3 
is contained in H (3) and the elements of ~3 can be obtained, each with its correct 
multiplicity, from H(3) as those Q-triangles left over after an optimal pairing of 
Q-edges with incident Q-triangles. 
Proof. Suppose G is a 2-ekachordal graph with K4-free chordal clique host H, and 
suppose Q c H (3). The subgraph of G induced by QuN(Q) is also 2-ekachordal with 
Ka-free chordal clique host HQ. Define H-  from H o by removing all occurrences of 
elements of Q from HQ (1), H a (2) and HQ (3); in particular, this removes all Q-edges 
and Q-triangles. Define a matrix AQ with entries 
aij =( -1 )  i+j E (lffl); 
REH-(i) 
i.e., laijl counts the number of occurrences of Kj's of N(Q) inside Ki's of H- ,  with 
the entries of AQ negated in the usual checkerboard pattern. Define a matrix BQ from 
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AQ by augmenting a set-off 0th column of row sums and 0th row of column sums; 
boo = ~j  boj = ~-,i bio is the sum of all entries of AQ. For instance in the example in 
Fig. 1, 07_114) (!5/4 
6 16 -14  4 
B{o} = -8  -11 3 -0  ' B{o,4 }= 8 - . 
2 2 -0  0 - -3  
Consider any i/> 1. Each complete subgraph R E H-  (i), when viewed as a complete 
subgraph of N(Q), satisfies the equality 
(kl -k2 +. - . ) (R )  = E (l l) = 1 
j>~l 
Adding these equalities (if i odd, or their negations if i even) for every R ~ H-  (i) 
shows that ]bil + bi2 +. . . [  = Ibi0] = [H- (i)[. Hence boo = [H- (1)1 - [H- (2)1 + . . . .  
char H- .  
Consider any j ~> 1. Each j-clique R of N(Q) corresponds to a chordal subgraph 
H R- of H -  and so the equality 1 -- (kl - kz +. . . )  (HR-) holds. Adding these equalities 
(if j odd, or their negations if j even) for every such R shows that [kj (N(Q))[---- 
Iblj + b2 j  +'"  "[ = [b0j[. Hence char N(Q ) = kl (N(Q ) ) - k2 (N(Q ) ) + . . . .  bol - -  b02 q- 
• • • = boo. 
So charH-=charN(Q) .  Also compN(Q)=compH- ,  and so (comp-char)N(Q)= 
(comp-char)H- .  Since H-  is K4-free, (comp-char) (H - )  =(comp-k l  +k2 -k3)H- .  
Induction on the order of H -  shows that this equals the number of chordless cycles 
of length greater than three in H- ,  none of which is the symmetric difference of 
others. [Being K4-free implies being series-parallel, so a vertex of degree 2 can be 
removed; if the vertex was not in a chordless cycle of length greater than three then 
its removal eaves comp-  char unchanged; otherwise comp-char decreases by one.] 
Each such chordless cycle 5 e of length greater than three in H-  corresponds to a 
cycle in HQ each of whose edges properly contains Q and each of whose chords is a 
Q-edge. These chords will group the nodes of ~ into Q-triangles, exactly one of which 
cannot be paired with a Q-edge (using that HQ is K4-free and chordal). This gives an 
optimal pairing of Q-edges with incident Q-triangles, with exactly (comp-char)N(Q) 
Q-triangles left unpaired with incident Q-edges. If Q E c~3, then H(3) contains at least 
these (comp-char)N(Q)  >~ 1 copies of Q. [] 
Combining Theorems 1 and 2, the multisets c£ 2 and c-~ 3 can  be found from any 
K4-free clique host H by cancelling common members of H(2) and H(3)  correspond- 
ing to optimally paired pairs of incident edges and triangles identified with the same 
complete subgraph of G. The details in the proofs of these two theorems can be 
exploited to find such an optimal pairing as follows: Since H is K4-free and chordal, 
the adjacency ('edge-in-common') graph of its triangles is a forest. Cancelling Q-edges 
with incident Q-triangles can be done systematically within this forest (working inward 
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from leaves) so as to insure, for instance in the host H of Fig. 1, that the {04}-edge 
on the nodes 0234 and 0456 is cancelled with the {04}-triangle on the nodes 0234, 
0345 and 0456, instead of with the {04}-triangle on the nodes 0146, 0234 and 0456; 
this latter {04}-triangle is then cancelled with the other {04}-edge, and the {0}-edge 
is cancelled with either {0}-triangle. This will produce an optimal pairing of Q-edges 
with incident Q-triangles and produce cg2 and oK3 as listed at the end of Section 1. 
It is important to realize that there can be additional Q's in H(2)n  H(3)  that do 
not cancel in this way, resulting in cg2 n c'~3 ~ ~. This happens when the removal of 
Q would disconnect G itself. For instance, if G is a 4-spoked wheel augmented with 
a pendent edge incident with the hub vertex Q, then for any Ka-free chordal clique 
host H for G, one copy of Q remains in H(2) n H(3)  after removing an optimal 
pairing of incident pairs of Q-edges and Q-triangles, and Q E 6~2 n (O~3 . If a graph G is 
not 2-ekachordal, then either ~2 or cg3 may be empty, but by Theorems 5 and 6 and 
I~ell i> char G (which follows as in the proof of Theorem 6), each of cg2 and cg3 will 
contain at least char G-comp G members. 
It is also important to contrast what is happening for 2-ekachordal graphs with the 
situation for chordal (1-ekachordal) graphs. For chordal graphs, there are easy ways 
to construct a tree (K3-free chordal) clique host (see [4] or [1]). Also in the chordal 
case, the multiset H(2)  is uniquely determined (and H(3)= 0). But there does not 
seem to be an easy way of producing a Kn-free chordal clique host (and from it the 
multisets cg 2 and c£3) for 2-ekachordal graphs. Moreover, H(2)  is not unique; e.g., in 
Fig. 1, another {4}-edge could be added between odes 0345 and 48 (of course also 
creating an incident {4}-triangle and so changing H(3),  but not changing ~2 or oK3). 
Theorem 3. I f  G is 2-ekachordal, then 
char G = kl (G) - k2 (G) + k3 (G) . . . . .  comp G 
Proof. Suppose G is 2-ekachordal with K4-free chordal clique host H. We assume G 
(and so also H)  is connected and show that char G = 1; the general result will follow 
from this for the components of a disconnected graph. Notice that every connected 
subgraph of H is chordal, and so (by an easy induction on order) has characteristic 
one. Much as in the proof of Theorem 2, define a matrix A with entries 
aij=(-1)i+J ~ kj(Q). 
QEH(i) 
Define a matrix B from A by augmenting a set-off 0th column of row sums and 0th 
row of column sums; boo = ~j  boj = Y~i bio is the sum of all the entries of A. For 
instance in the example in Fig. 1, 
B= 
 1919 5 
7 24 -31 18 - 
-10  -21 14 -3  " 
4 6 -2  0 
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Consider any i/> 1. Each complete subgraph Q of H (i), when viewed as a complete 
subgraph of G, satisfies the equality 
(k, - k2 + k3 . . . .  )(Q) = ~ "~'(1~1) 1. 
j>~l 
Adding these equalities (if i odd, or their negations if i even) for all complete subgraphs 
Q of H(i)  shows that Ib;ol = ]n(i)l = ki (n). Therefore boo = charn = 1. 
Consider any j /> 1. Each order-j complete subgraph Q of G satisfies the equality 
charHQ = (kl - k2 + k3 . . . .  ) (Ha) = 1. Adding these equalities (if j odd, or their 
negations if j even) for all order-j complete subgraphs of G shows that 
Iboj[= ~ kj(Q)- ~ kj(Q)+ ~ kj(Q)=kj(G). (1) 
Q6H(I ) QEH(2) QeH(3) 
Therefore boo = 1 = char G. [] 
The converse fails, as shown by the join of/ '4 with 3K1. (In fact, Theorem 3 is a 
special case of [5, Theorem 2], which shows char G = comp G for every chordal-type 
graph G; the converse of that broader esult fails as well.) The holding of equality (1) 
for all j ~> 1 is equivalent (by [5, Theorem 4]) to checking the clique intersection and 
cover conditions on the Ka-free chordal graph H. 
Corollary 1. I f  G is 2-ekachordal, then for each j >1 1 
kj(G)--- ~ k j (Q) -  ~ kj(Q)+ ~ kj(Q). 
Q6ql Q6~2 Q6C~3 
(2) 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3 shows equality (1), and (2) is equivalent to (1) by 
cancelling terms corresponding to paired Q-edges and Q-triangles as in Theorems 1 
and 2. [] 
The equalities in (2) are the three-term analogs of the prototypical 'arboreal equa- 
lities' around which [4] is organized. The join of K2,2,2 with Kl(i.e., K2,2,2,1) is an 
example of an ekachordal graph for which (2) fails. In Theorem 7 we will show that 
(2) holds for a much larger family of graphs. 
Let ci (G) = [(~i (G)[ for 1 <~ i ~< 3. 
Theorem 4. I f  G is 2-ekachordal, then 
el (G) - c 2 (G) + c3 (G) = comp G. 
Proof. Suppose G is 2-ekachordal with Ka-free chordal clique host H. As in the 
proof of Theorem 3 we assume G (and so also H) is connected and show that 
(Cl - c2 + c3)(G)= 1. Continuing the argument in that proof, define another matrix A t 
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with entries 
/ 
aij = ( -  1 )i+j ~ kj (Q), 
OCqCi 
and a matrix B' from A' by augmenting a set-off 0th column of row sums and 0th row 
t t t 
of column sums; boo = ~-]~j boj = ~]~i bio is the sum of all the entries of A'. By Corollary 
t 
1, each j /> 1 has [ffoj[ =kj(G)  and so boo-- 1. For instance in the example in Fig. 1, 
B ! 
9 1 9 1 5  
7 24 -31 18 
-7  -16  12 -3  
1 1 -0  0 
Consider any i >~ 1. Each Q c (d~ i satisfies the equality kl(Q)-k2(Q)+k3(Q) . . . . .  1. 
Adding these equalities (if i odd, or their negations if i even) for all Q E cgi shows 
t / 
that [biol = I~;I = ei (G). Therefore (cl - c2 + c3) (G) = boo = 1. [] 
The converse of Theorem 4 fails, as shown by the join of P4 with 3Kl or by K2,2,2 
plus a new vertex adjacent o two nonadjacent vertices of the K2,2,2. The ekachordal 
graph K2,2,2,1 has (Cl - c2 + c3) (K2,2,2,t) = 2 > compK2,2,2,1. 
3. The families ~ l ,  c~2 and ~3 for general graphs 
Theorem 5. Every graph G satisfies Cl (G) - c2 (G) <<. comp G, with equality if and 
only if G is chordal. 
Proof. Suppose G is connected; the general result will follow by looking at compo- 
nents. We argue by induction on order, noting that when G is complete, (C l -c2) (G)= 
1 - 0 = comp G. So suppose G is not complete and S is any minimal u, v-separator f 
G. Let G i- be the component of G\S that contains u and G~- be the union of all the 
other components of G\S. For i = 1,2, let Gi be the subgraph induced by Gi-- U S. Let 
m0 be the number of maxcliques in (S) (the subgraph of G generated by S) that are 
in neither C~l (G1) nor  ~1 (G2), mr be the number in only one of ~1 (G1) and Cgl (G2), 
and m2 be the number in both ~1 (G1) and c~l (G2); thus mo + ml + m2 = Cl ((S)). In 
this notation, el (G) = el (Gl) + Cl (Gz) - ml - m2 and c2 (G) = e2 (G1) + e2 (G2) + mo. 
Combining these with the induction hypotheses (el - c2) (G i )  <~ 1 shows that 
(Cl -- C2) (G)  = (Cl - c2) (G I )  -q- (Cl - c2 ) (G2)  - Cl ( (S ) )  ~ 2 - c I ( (S ) )  ~ l. 
If G is chordal, then ¢K2 (G) consists precisely of the minimal vertex separators of 
G, and so (Cl - c2)(G) = 1 (see [4]). Conversely, if (Cl - c2)(G) = 1, then, by the 
above, cl ( (S))= 1. Since this happens for all minimal vertex separators of G, G must 
be chordal by Dirac's theorem [2, Theorem 4.1]. [] 
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We use the following lemma involving clique neighborhoods to get a related in- 
equality for ct - c2 + c3. 
Lemma 1. Every graph G satisfies 
kj (G) = ~ [1 - char N(Q)] kj (Q) 
Q 
for every j >1 1, where the summation is over all complete subgraphs Q of G. Also, 
char G = ~ [1 - charN(Q)]. 
Q 
Proof. Define ko (N(G)) always to equal one. Then 
E[1 - charN(Q)]kj(Q)= E ~ E (-1)iki(N(Q))(~), 
Q h>~j Q i>>.O 
IQl=h 
where the middle summation is over all h-cliques of G. This equals 
E E [(--1) i (h) E ki(N(Q)) 
h >~j i>~O Q 
IQl=h 
Since the innermost sum equals the number of containment pairs of h-cliques inside 
of (h +/)-cliques in G, that sum equals kh+i(G)(h£i). Putting f=h +i  transforms 
this into 
E k,(G) 
Since the inner sum equals one when (= j and zero when E > j, this equals kj(G). 
The expression for char G follows by adding and subtracting the expressions for kj(G), 
using that each char Q = 1. [] 
Theorem 6. Every graph G satisfies 
char G ~< Cl (G) - c2 (G) + C 3 (a ) .  (3) 
Proofi Each complete subgraph Q of a 2-ekachordal graph G is in (6~2 exactly comp N 
(Q)Q 1 times and is in c¢3 exactly compN(Q)OcharN(Q) times, where aOb denotes 
the 'proper difference' max{a-  b,0}. Also, a complete subgraph Q of G is in COl 
if and only if N(Q)= 0, so Q is in cgl exactly 1 o compN(Q) times. Therefore 
(cl -- c2 + c3) (G)  equals 
([1 0 compN(Q)] - [compN(Q) Q 1] + [compN(Q) Q charN(Q)]) 
Q 
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over all complete subgraphs Q of G. Combining the first two proper differences and 
breaking up the third yields 
1-  ~ compU(Q) + ~ comp N(Q) -  ~ char N(Q), 
Q Q N(Q) N(Q) 
comp >~ char comp/> char 
where the last two summations are over all Q such that compN(Q)/> charN(Q). This 
equals 
1 - ~ compN(Q)- ~ charN(Q) + Z char N(Q), 
Q N(Q) Q A~Q) 
comp < char comp < char 
where the second and fourth summations are over all Q such that compN(Q)< 
charN(Q). By Lemma 1, this equals 
charG+ ~ [charN(Q)- compN(Q)] ~> charG, 
N(Q) 
comp < char 
as claimed. [] 
We conclude by using the clique neighborhoods N(Q) to characterize when equal- 
ity holds in (3), and by so doing illustrate how far beyond 2-ekachordal graphs the 
equalities in (2) hold. 
Theorem 7. For every graph G, char G = cl (G) - ¢2 (G) + c3 (G) if and only if 
charN(Q) ~< compN(Q) (4) 
for each complete subgraph Q of G, and so if and only if 
kj(G)= ~ k j (Q) -  ~ kj(Q)+ ~ kj(Q) (5) 
Q6Cgl Q6Cg2 Q6~3 
for each j >>- 1. 
Proof. First suppose char G=cl (G)-c2 (G)q-c3 (G). The equivalence with (4) follows 
from the last line of the proof of Theorem 6. Also, the initial portion of that proof can 
be modified to show that the right side of (5) equals 
[(1 - compN(Q)) + (compN(Q) - charN(Q))] kj (Q), 
Q 
but this equals kj(G) by Lemma 1. The converse follows by adding and subtracting 
(5) over all j >~ 1 (using that each charQ = 1). [] 
Corollary 2. The equality char G = cl (G) - c2 (G) + c3 (G) holds for (at least) the 
following: all 2-ekachordal graphs, all K4-free graphs, and all planar graphs. 
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Proof. The result for 2-ekachordal graphs follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 4. 
The result for K4-free graphs follows from the following observations: N(Q) is empty 
when Q is a triangle, N(Q) is edgeless when Q is an edge, N(Q) is K3-free when Q 
is a vertex, and (4) can easily be checked for these cases. The result for planar graphs 
follows similarly from: N(Q) is empty when Q is 4-clique, N(Q) is K1 or 2K1 when 
Q is triangle, N(Q) is a union of paths when Q is an edge, and N(Q) is outerplanar 
when Q is a vertex. [] 
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